In the grasshopper Eyprepocnemis plorans familial and individual genotypes have significant effects either on chiasma frequency or on bivalent length; the effect of B chromosomes depends on the particular family considered which derives in the absence of an overall effect of supernumeraries. This study confirms previous reports in that there is a significant positive correlation between chiasma frequency and bivalent length operating at a cellular rather than specific bivalent level. Nevertheless, the correlation between both variables is scarcely affected when the contributions of the different factors are eliminated. In addition, the effects of B chromosomes within the different families on chiasma frequencies are not parallel to the correspondent effects on bivalent length. These facts indicate that, despite such correlation, the influence of B chromosomes or familial and individual genotypes on chiasma frequency does not operate through changes in chromosome length at first meiotic prophase.
INTRODUCTION
Chiasma frequency is known to depend both on genetic and environmental components (Nolte et a!., 1969; Shaw, 1971; 1972) including factors such as the presence of supernumerary chromosomes (for review see Jones and Rees, 1982) . The adaptative significance of the observed variation in chiasma frequency remains unclear and there is some controversy on this subject (for instance Rees and Ahmad, 1962; Nolte, 1968; Shaw, 1972; Rees and Dale, 1974; Dearn, 1975; Maynard-Smith, 1977) . Despite the existence of many factors affecting this parameter we lack a clear model explaining how supernumeraries or genetic and environmental factors produce variation in chiasma formation. Henderson (1963) and Fox (1973) observed that in Schistocerca gregaria, bivalents having higher chiasma scores were longer and this was later confirmed in other materials (Couzin and Fox, 1973; Riva et aL, 1984) . On the basis of these findings, the structure of chromosomes is related to chiasma frequency and hence any factors affecting the former could also have an effect on chiasma frequency (Fox, 1973) . Consequently Fox proposed this mechanism to explain the effects of different agents on chiasma formation. Riva et aL (1984) found a certain parallel between the effects of a supernumerary chromosome segment on both bivalent length and chiasma frequency in the grasshopper Euchorthippus pulvinatus gallicus; their results suggested too that genotypes also seemed to play a role in such relationship.
We have studied this problem in males of Eyprepocnemis plorans (Acrididae; Orthoptera) which show a polymorphism for supernumerary chromosomes (Henriques-Gil et a!., 1982a; . The individuals were developed under controlled conditions in the laboratory and so we could analyse males with 0 and 1 B chromosome from different families; in consequence it was possible to evaluate the contribution to the variation in chromosome length and chiasma frequency of individual and familial genotypes as well as that of B chromosomes. MATERIAL 
AND METHODS
The 24 males of Eyprepocnemis plorans plorans employed in the present study correspond to part of the material used by Henriques-Gil et a!. (1982b) . Such material was grouped in families, i.e., the offspring grown under laboratory conditions from different females collected in the wild, and classified according to the number of B chromosomes. Several follicles per male were analysed in C-banded preparations.
Six families are analysed here with four males in each one: two having the basic karyotype and two with one B chromosome. For each male 10 middle-diplotene cells were selected at random among those suitable for measurements-bivalents must be well and regularly squashed and identifiable (see Fox, 1973) . Bivalent lengths were recorded in arbitrary units following the method described by Riva et a!. (1984) using photographs of x3000 magnification.
Since C-banding does not identify all autosome pairs, the results were grouped as follows: Li to M4, the largest chromosome pairs; M5 and M7, clearly smaller than the members of the former group; M6 and M8, very similar to the previous ones but having, in addition, a small C-band in proximal position; finally, the three smallest members of the complement can be easily distinguished, M9 is the megameric pair and SlO and Si 1 differ in the amount of centromeric C-heterochromatin which is much smaller in SlO than in Sil. Table 1 shows the total chromosome length and the number of chiasmata for each of the 240 cells analysed, grouped in individuals, karyotypic classes (OB and lB chromosome) and families. As was described in the previous section, the cells selected for measurements must accomplish some conditions. Therefore there is a possibility for sampling error if such diplotenes are not fully representative of the whole cellular population.
RESULTS

Sampling error
We therefore compared the mean chiasma frequencies obtained in a wider sample, 40 diplotenes per male, from the same individuals, in which the only criterion was a clear total chiasma score, reported previously (Henriques-Gil et aL, 1982b) . The differences were negative in 19 of the 24 males, in three they were positive and in the remaining two males both scores were identical and in a t-paired analysis revealed a small significant negative deviation (D=-0.193 Nevertheless, the differences were small and most probably that was a random source of error and hence not affecting a particular class of individuals. In our material the mean chiasma frequency was 1326 which implies that bivalents are usually monochiasmatic and only bivalents L1-M4 have two chiasmata.
Variation in chromosome length Table 2 shows an analysis of variance for the total chromosome length values given in table 1 and also the final results for the different groups of chromosomes considered separately.
There are strong effects of family (F) and individual (I) and also a significant interaction between family and B chromosome (FB); the B chromosome effect is clearly non significant. From table 2 it is also evident that these effects operate at cellular level rather than specific bivalent(s) level since the results obtained from the different groups of chromosomes were practically identical to total length.
Significant effects of family and individual indicate that differences in genotypes are a primary cause of variation in chromosome length. On the other hand, the existence of a significant FB interaction suggests a differential effect of B chromosomes depending on the particular family considered. First of all, when pooled data are considered there is a significant dependence of the variation in chiasma frequency on chromosome length (table  4) . There were no significant differences between the slopes obtained in each individual (F23,192= 111 n.s.) with a mean value of b=329x i03 Xta x a.u.1; correlation coefficients were also non significant (X3 = 2554 n.s.). We cannot establish other comparisons for these two parameters at the remaining levels (F, B and FB) since, as it was The total number of chiasmata per cell depends almost completely on those formed in the group L1-M4; the remainder-and specially the smallest pairs-are usually monochiasmate. Nevertheless, it is worthy of mention that significant regressions were also obtained for total chiasma frequency on length of each group of autosomes.
The results of an analysis of covariance (following the method described by Steel and Torrie, 1980) considering both the classified factors and the variation in bivalent length is given in table 5. Once the effect of classified factors is eliminated, the residual variation will reflect the true regression between both variables: the slope obtained in the error row was b = 322 x i03 Xta x a.u.1 (Sb = 855 x i0, t. = 3.77,p <0.01) which is practically tp<0-05.
The numbers in brackets represent the true mean cell chiasma scores.
identical to the mean between-individual slope given above. The residual variance is still quite high and therefore the degree of dependence of chiasma frequency on chromosome length is low:
r2=62 per cent (r=O-249, p<O-Ol). This slope can be used to adjust the observed sum of squares for each classified factor (table 5, "y adjusted for x"). In other words the effect of such factors is adjusted assuming that no differences of chromosome length exist. There are no drastic differences with respect to the analysis of variance using the observed data, however now, in addition to the effects of family and individual which are still significant, the interaction family-supernumerary chromosome (FB) is also significant. The comparison of adjusted mean chiasma frequencies of the individuals without Bs and those carrying one supernumerary chromosome for each family is given in table 3. Again, the effect of B chromosomes varies in the different families and clearly the interaction between family and Bs is not parallel for the variables, chromosome length and mean chiasma frequency. Chiasma localisation was also analysed and the results obtained showed no clear relationship with the factors considered here. The characteristics of the localisation of chiasmata in the bivalents of E. plorans will be part of a future report. 
DISCUSSION
Chiasma frequency shows a wide variation both between and within different species and its dependence on the genotype is well known. There is also a great number of studies about the influence of supernumerary chromosomes on chiasma formation though this effect varies not only in magnitude but also in sign (for review, see Jones and Rees, 1982) . However, the mechanism underlying such variation remains unknown. Henderson (1963) and Southern (1967) observed that bivalents were longer in cells showing higher chiasma scores and later, in a careful analysis of the meiocytes of Schistocerca gregaria, Fox (1973) confirmed such relationship and provided more details on this phenomenon which was considered an obvious candidate to account for different variations in chiasma frequency (Fox, 1973; Couzin and Fox, 1974; Riva et at., 1984) .
In the grasshopper Eyprepocnemis plorans it has already been shown that the mean chiasma frequency varies notably between families and also that the effect of B chromosomes depends on the background genotype (Henriques-Gil et a!., 1982b). With a more precise design this is particularly clear in the present report: there is an important effect of both the familial and the individual genotypes (table 5) and the relationship between mean chiasma frequency of males without supernumeraries and those carrying one B chromosome depends on the particular family considered (table 3) .
The observed variation in chiasma frequency also depends on the variation of bivalent length (table 4) . This does not seem to be a consequence of the combined effects of individual, B chromosomes and family since the removal of these factors (1984) observed a parallel between the effect of a supernumerary heterochromatic segment on mean cell chiasma score and the mean total bivalent length, suggesting the length effect as a mechanism for the action of such segment. Their results, however, also indicate that the variation in autosome length at diplotene was not responsible for the total bulk of increase in chiasma frequency, attributing to the variation in the genetic background a possible role for such lack of a complete correspondence. In the case of Eyprepocnemis plorans we provide here direct evidence that the genetic background (at a familial or individual level) and also the supernumerary chromosome interacting with the genotypes have an effect on bivalent length, as shown in table 2. This supports the assumption of Riva et a!. (1984) in that all effects on length operate at cellular level rather than specific bivalent level given the strict parallel between the length of all chromosome groups including those invariably monochiasmatic. (table 3) . In consequence, our data do not support the variation in autosomal length at first meiotic prophase as the mechanism for the effects of genotypes and B chromosomes on chiasma frequency in the grasshopper E. plorans.
This does not necessarily imply that the effects of such factors on bivalent length and chiasma frequency are always independent. It is important to note that in our material mean chiasma frequencies-varying from 122 to 147-are quite low (11 chiasmata, one per bivalent, may be considered the minimum in a cell with normal pairing). So there is a possibility that in other materials, from this or another species, with higher chiasma frequencies (like the case of Schistocerca gregaria studied by Fox, 1973) 
